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UPCOMING EVENTS

FEBRUARY 27, 2019
PRESENTATION BY GMO
GMO will present their 7-year outlook for asset
classes based on their proprietary forecasting
framework. They will also discuss where they
see the most attractive opportunities today,
with a particular focus on emerging markets
and liquid alternatives.
GMO is an investment management firm
headquartered in Boston with offices in various
locations around the world. They manage a total
of $74 billion in client assets using a combination
of top-down and bottom-up approaches that blend
traditional fundamental analysis with innovative
quantitative methods to identify undervalued
asset classes and securities. Their valuation-based
approach embeds several key factors, including:
a long-term investment horizon, discipline,
conviction, and a commitment to research.
Their research emphasizes not only identifying
and exploiting pricing dislocations but also
understanding the long-term drivers of return
in the markets where they invest.

MARCH 5 & 6, 2019
FINANCIAL MODELING: BUILDING A
FINANCIAL MODEL AND VALUATION
ANALYSIS (2 Day Course)
Ever wonder what it takes to build an investment
bank quality financial model?
Do you want to learn the industry best practices for
building a fully functioning model in excel?
Do you want to learn more about both private and
public company valuation techniques and methods?
The Marquee 2-day financial modeling course will
teach you all the above and more! Anyone who
has an interest in learning financial modeling or
involved with providing valuation services is sure
to benefit from this course. Participants will benefit
from hands-on practice assignments guided by
seasoned financial industry professionals.

Speaker: Catherine LeGraw, Asset Allocation
Portfolio Strategist, Partner

MARCH 7, 2019
TITLE OF EVENT: ADVANCED DATA
MANIPULATION WITH EXCEL
(1 Day Course)

Ms. LeGraw is a member of GMO’s Asset Allocation
team. Prior to joining GMO in 2013, she worked as
a director at BlackRock. Previously, Ms. LeGraw was
an analyst at Bear, Stearns & Co. She received her
B.S. and her B.A. in Economics from the University
of Pennsylvania. She is a CFA charterholder.

This hands-on course is an intensive program that
will transform participants into Excel “Power Users”.
The course is focused on the pertinent Excel tools
that are required in a business environment to
efficiently analyze and manipulate data and to
create compelling financial analysis.
Topics covered include various data lookup functions,
advanced data manipulation techniques and pivot
tables. If you use excel everyday, you are sure to
learn something extremely valuable in this course.
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UPCOMING EVENTS

RECENT EVENTS

SOCIETIES NEARBY

DECEMBER 12, 2018
2018 HOLIDAY SOCIAL

FIXED INCOME ETFs – OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES
MARCH 4, 2019 | TORONTO
LIFTING THE SMOKE SCREEN:
MAKING SENSE OF THE NEWLY LEGALIZED
CANNABIS INDUSTRY
MARCH 6, 2019 | TORONTO
RESILIENCE ACCORDING TO PIERRE BOIVIN
AND PETER LETKO, CFA
MARCH 12, 2019 | MONTREAL
THE AGE OF AMERICAN PRESIDENCY – BOB WOODWARD
MARCH 28, 2019 | MONTREAL

GLOBAL
WEALTH MANAGEMENT 2019
APRIL 3 - 4, 2019 | FORT LAUDERDALE, UNITED STATES
EARLY-STAGE VENTURE CAPITAL FOR PRIVATE CLIENTS
APRIL 3 – 4, 2019 | FORT LAUDERDALE, UNITED STATES

WEBINARS
ETHICAL DECISION MAKING
APRIL 10, 2019

More at: www.CFAInstitute.org > Insights & Learning
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Once again, a great time was had by all, at our
annual CFA Holiday Social on December 12th, at
the Metropolitan Brasserie on Sussex. A fantastic
way to network and mingle in a casual atmosphere
and wish everyone the best of the Holiday season.
One the best attended Holiday social’s we have
ever had and truly a joyous event. Look forward
to seeing everyone next December.

JANUARY 17, 2019
ETF EXPERT PANEL DISCUSSION
On January 17th we welcomed four ETF experts
from Toronto to field a variety of questions relevant
to both individual and institutional investors. Karl
Cheong (Head of Canada ETFs at First Trust),
Steven Leong (Director of BlackRock’s iShares
Global Markets and Investments Team), Paul Rhude
(Director of Global Equity Products at BMO Capital
Markets), and Jin Li (VP of Exchange Traded Funds
& Quantitative Equity Research at BMO Capital
Markets) all joined us at the Rideau Club and
delivered an amazing Q&A session for all to enjoy.
Topics covered included the role of a designated
broker, indicators related to volume and liquidity
of ETFs, the role of ETFs now vs 5 years ago and
5 years looking forward, the trends in passive vs
active investing, and actively managed mutual funds
versus actively managed ETFs. CFASO had over 40
attendees and the crowd response was extremely
positive! Thanks to all who came.

2019 FORECAST DINNER
APRIL 16, 2019 | 5:00 PM
SHAW CONVENTION CENTRE
With 400+ members in the Ottawa-Gatineau region, the CFA Society Ottawa’s mission
is: To support the business and professional growth of its members by: Promoting
awareness of the CFA charter amongst the local community, key employers and
the investing public; and providing opportunities for the local financial community
to gather in a collegial atmosphere of knowledge sharing and networking.
Aligned with our mission, the annual CFA Society Ottawa Forecast Dinner is the
foremost investment conference in the nation’s capital, attended by investment
professionals, including portfolio managers, security analysts, investment
advisors, corporations, and CFA Program candidates.
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2019 FORECAST DINNER

KEYNOTE SPEAKER

BRUCE LINTON
FOUNDER, CHAIRMAN, AND CEO
CANOPY GROWTH CORPORATION
Bruce Linton is the founder of Canopy Growth Corporation (CGC) and
co-founder of Tweed Marijuana Incorporated. Canopy Growth was the
first cannabis producing company in North America to be listed on a
major stock exchange (TSX, July 2016) and included on a major stock
index (S&P/TSX Composite Index, March 2017).
Linton’s experience as a founder, CEO, and Board member across a
wide variety of enterprises has influenced the positive start of Canopy
Growth, which to date has enjoyed market support for capital raises of
over $5.6 billion including a $5 billion CAD investment by Fortune 500
beverage company, Constellation Brands (NYSE:STZ).
Linton’s keynote address will focus on his experience growing Canopy
into the company that it is today, and the ramifications of cannabis
on the healthcare system and Canadian marketplace.

EVENT HOST AND MODERATOR

ADAM GROWE
HOST OF CASH CAB | RENOWNED COMEDIAN
For over 25 years, Adam Growe has been performing on radio,
television, stage, as well as at conferences and events. In addition
to hosting Discovery Channel’s Cash Cab, Growe is an accomplished
stand-up comedian starring in Just for Laughs, Comedy NOW!,
COMICS!, CBS’s Star Search and Comedy Central’s Premium Blend.
His career portfolio includes an interactive video Web App for
businesses and planners, a pop culture podcast, keynote
presentations, one-man shows and public speaking coaching.
Currently, Growe’s podcast, Pick A Number, can be heard on iTunes
via the Antica Podcast Network. Every week, he invites a guest
into studio to explore the fascinating variety of topics inspired by
a single number. He brings energy and clean, intelligent comedy
and trivia to the stage when entertaining.

MEMBERS RESOURCES
CANADIAN ADVOCACY COUNCIL (CAC) WHAT IS IT?
The Canadian Advocacy Council (CAC) is an independent
organization comprising of volunteers from across Canada
representing over 17,000 CFA Institute members who
are the primary market participants in Canada’s capital
markets. The CAC strives to advance market integrity,
transparency and investor protection, on behalf of CFA
Societies Canada and Canadian CFA charterholders.

“We agree with the view stated in the Request for
Comment that if fund organizations will not incur
the cost of financing upfront sales commissions, the
management fees charged to those funds should be
reduced once there are no DSC options available
for purchase, and that instead dealers will likely
turn to their clients for direct compensation.”
(CSA) Proposed National Instrument 52-112(“NI 52112”), Proposed Companion Policy 52-112, Related
Proposed Consequential Amendments and Changes
(the “Proposed Amendments”)

RECENT REQUESTS FOR COMMENT
CSA – Proposed Amendments to NI 81-105 Mutual
Fund Sales Practices and related consequential amendments
PURPOSE OF LETTER:
“The objectives of the Proposed Amendments
are to prohibit:
the payment of upfront sales commissions by fund
organizations to dealers, and in so doing, discontinue
sales charge options that involve such payments, such
as all forms of the deferred sales charge option,{2}
including low-load options{3} (collectively, the
DSC option), and
trailing commission payments by fund organizations
to dealers who do not make a suitability determination, such as order-execution-only (OEO) dealers.”
CAC RESPONSE HIGHLIGHT:
“As a general comment, we are disappointed to see
the use of trailing commission payments to dealers will
persist. The current proposal allows fund organizations
to use trailing commission payments as an incentive to
promote fund sales to investors so long as the dealer
makes a suitability determination. The CAC believes
trailing commissions create conflicts of interest for the
dealer/advisor who may be incentivized to not always
act in the best interest of their client.”
“We are of the view that incentives drive behavior
Compensation structures that fail to align the financial
interest of the dealer/advisor with the investor may
lead to suboptimal outcomes.”

PURPOSE OF THE LETTER:
“The Proposed Instrument sets out disclosure requirements for non-GAAP financial measures and other
financial measures (i.e., segment measures, capital
management measures, and supplementary financial
measures as defined in the Proposed Instrument).”
CAC RESPONSE HIGHLIGHTS:
“We are supportive of the proposed NI 52-112 and
the related consequential amendments and changes
aiming to strengthen the disclosure requirements
surrounding the use of capital management measures,
segment measures and supplementary financial
measures, or what others have collectively referred to
simply as alternative performance measures or APMs.”
“The CAC believes the use of APMs is generally
reflective of investors’ demand for such measures.
As CFA Institute research identified, APMs are useful
for investors for a variety of reasons, including as a
valuation input and as an indicator of earnings quality.”
“The CAC believes that most APMs are useful
measures, but they may lack many of the secondary
characteristics of a high-quality performance measure
such as consistency, comparability and verifiability.
The proposed rule will help address such deficiencies
by requiring APMs to be more clearly identified,
labeled, and reconciled back to GAAP measure
along with an explanation for the change in all
documents filed with securities regulators.”
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DELIVERING MEMBER VALUE FOR A
STRONG INVESTMENT COMMUNITY
TRUST | ETHICS | PROFESSIONALSM
STRATEGIC EVENTS
• Forecast Dinner
• Women in Investment Management
• Industry Expert Knowledge Sharing
• Member Celebrations

EDUCATION
• Forum Conference
• Continuing Professional Development
• University Relations
• Mock Exams
• Financial Literacy

CAREER SUPPORT
• Mentorship Program
• Career Fair Wine & Cheese
• Job Board
• Networking Opportunities

COMMUNICATION
• Newsletters
• Social Media
• Brand Awareness Campaigns
• Society Updates
• Member Discounts

cfasociety.org/ottawa

CAREER DEVELOPMENT

CONTINUAL LEARNING:
WILL AI GIVE GRAY HAIR
A PAY CUT?
By Dan Philps, CFA

The following was originally published on Enterprising
Investor; reprinted with permission from the CFA Institute.

But how does this new technology compare with the
old? Is it mature enough to use in a live investment
process? And who is behind the innovation?

Posted In: Behavioral Finance, Drivers of Value,
Economics, Equity Investments, Future States,
Portfolio Management, Quantitative Methods

Biased Recollections

Albert Einstein was right if he actually said, “The only
source of knowledge is experience.” The quote sums
up the frustration of every ambitious young analyst.
The lesson? Gray hair will prevail. There simply is no
substitute for experience in the investment business.
Right? Well, perhaps not anymore.
A new technology might be about to give gray hair
a pay cut. It’s one of the hottest threads of artificial
intelligence (AI) research, and it is known as continual
learning (CL). CL enables machines to accumulate
knowledge over time and then learn how to apply
that knowledge to make better decisions in the
future. It may prove to be the single most disruptive
technology for investment management.

Human analysts and traditional quants — yes, quants
— suffer from many behavioural biases. Perhaps the most
fundamental are those that affect our own knowledge:
What knowledge to accumulate and how to use that
knowledge to best guide future investment decisions.
Judgment, in other words. As the English mentalist,
illusionist, and writer Derren Brown observed, “We are,
each of us, a product of stories we tell ourselves [ . . . ]
allowing us to arrange complicated reality into a tidy
parcel.” Our own stories subjectively drive our investment decisions, whether the “tidy parcel” is based on
the subjectivity of Eugene Fama and Kenneth French
and results in another highly stylized factor model or
comprises an investment narrative distorted by the
“groupthink” of an investment committee meeting.
There has to be a more objective approach to building
persistent knowledge to apply when the past rhymes
with the present. AI might now offer a solution.
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT CONTINUED
Stock Picker: Human or Machine?
Recent AI research challenges the primacy of the most
important pool of knowledge in the investment business:
human experience. This AI research area, CL, objectively
accumulates investment knowledge, perhaps better
than humans do. Persistent synthetic knowledge could
thus outlast corporate succession or provide a body
of objective experience for all, thereby disrupting the
businesses of traditional passive and active investment
managers alike. We will get into the details of CL, but
first it’s helpful to demonstrate how a well-conceived
AI investment strategy should work in practice.
All fundamental investment methodologies should
approach each investment decision from multiple
perspectives, adapt and evolve as realities change
over time, and provide understandable explanations
for each decision. Both traditional (i.e., human
analyst-driven) and AI-driven fundamental investment
strategies should meet these criteria. But perhaps the
chief advantages AI ought to have over traditional
fundamental methods are objectivity and consistency.
The graphic below illustrates where AI-driven
investment strategies should exceed their traditional
fundamental investing counterparts (in blue).
CL now extends these advantages to the objective
accumulation and use of knowledge itself.
Which Type of Fundamental,
Artificial Intelligence (AI) or Human?
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A Fundamental Approach: Artificial Intelligence
(AI) vs. Human Analysts 1990s Tech Plods On
While experienced investment managers may have
subjective memories of past events, the very best
of them overcome these through discipline and the
learned application of that knowledge — that is, good
judgment. However, quant strategies, almost all of
which rely on equity factor models, tend to suffer
the worst of all worlds. These quant models have no
explicit memory, and those who deploy them frequently
dismiss exogenous causation because of their own confirmation biases. As soon as a market event leaves the
sliding window used to train one of these models, it is
forgotten forever. If we have nothing to learn from past
crises and missed opportunities, we should stick with
the traditional factor quant solutions of the 1990s.
But this hardly makes sense in a world of vastly more
and better data where AI offers a potential means to
analyze that data for objective inferences.

2019: Life-Long Machine Learning in the Markets
So how does CL work?
At the Neural Information Processing Systems
Conference (NeurIPS) in December, top AI researchers
presented cutting-edge innovations, and CL’s application
to finance was an important part of this. In the past,
scholars have generally explored theoretical methods of
building synthetic knowledge. This year, our team from
City, University of London, composed of Tillman Weyde,
Artur d’Avila Garcez, Roy Batchelor, and myself,
presented a system that empowers machines to exercise
synthetic judgment by acquiring knowledge and then
applying it to guide investment decisions. It is called
continual learning augmentation (CLA), and it is a new
methodology in the field and the first application to
financial markets. A senior member of the team and
leading AI researcher, d’Avila Garcez, commented,
“CL has been partially achieved in more sterile environments, but we believe this is the first time it has been
successfully applied to the noisy, non-stationary real
world of financial time-series.”
The system manages synthetic knowledge by learning
which events are worth remembering (or ignoring) and
which are less useful and best forgotten. At the same
time, this knowledge is selectively recalled to enhance
stock-selection decisions in the present.

CAREER DEVELOPMENT CONTINUED
Learning to Remember: Artificial Knowledge
The memories are human readable (not black boxes)
and tend to apply to important financial events. The
last decade or more of financial history was replayed,
and the CLA system formed many important memories.
The most interesting were of the lead-up to the subprime
crisis, the “quant quake,” the post-quantitative easing
(QE) era, and the (first) eurozone crisis. Models that
appeared to best identify good (and bad) investments
during these periods were stored as memories that
could be recalled when current events seemed to echo
past ones. For example, the approach recalled the
QE-driven recovery in 2009 and identified this knowledge as the most pertinent to apply in stock-selection
decisions during another stimulus-driven stock market
rally in China in 2017.

Continual Learning: A Short and Intense History
Where did these ideas originate?
Knowledge accumulation is vital to general intelligence
and is a new and major focus of advanced AI research
with the ultimate aim of allowing lifelong learning.
CL differs from deep learning and other forms of AI,
which tend to focus on isolated snapshots of information — say, identifying faces on Facebook. CL can be
directed at a continuous stream of information from
which it extracts knowledge over time. Typically in
machine learning, once time steps on and a new model
is learned, the old model is forgotten. Deep learning it
may be, but intelligent it is not.
According to CL pioneer Danny Silver, research into CL
commenced in the 1980s out of a desire to construct
knowledge-accumulating machines. By the late 1990s,
“gated” approaches, such as Sepp Hochreiter and Jürgen
Schmidhuber’s long short-term memory (LSTM), were
introduced to learn sequences — words in a passage
of text, for example.
Following the renaissance in neural computing in the
latter years of the last decade, the development of
the impractical but sophisticated differentiable neural
computer (DNC) was a big step forward. Engineered by
Alex Graves and his team at DeepMind, DNC overcame
the “catastrophic forgetting” that undermined simpler

methods. Yet DNC had its drawbacks: It mostly dealt
with pet problems, learning to navigate the London
Underground, for example, as well as more complex
but stylized machine-learning tasks. DNC was too
unwieldy to be easily applied, so researchers sought
to refine it or looked for simpler solutions, some with
neurological imperatives.
For example, one way to synthetically form long-term
memories is through elastic weight consolidation
(EWC). EWC attempts to replicate the hypothesized
plasticity of synaptic connections in the mammalian
brain. An analogy is how a child learns to ride a bike:
wobbly at first, but as skills develop with practice,
neural pathways are slowly stamped into the brain.
Once learned, this knowledge is difficult to forget and
can be augmented if the child graduates to mountain
biking, say, or transferred if they opt for a unicycle.
Simulating this effect with technology has proven
challenging. Fortunately, applications in finance offer a
far simpler (and more parsimonious) approach. Which
brings us to the current state of the science. Today, CL
is moving so quickly that research must be checked on
a weekly basis to keep abreast of developments.

AI Comes of Age
Building investment knowledge over time used to be
an exclusively human capability. No longer. While
we are still a long, long way from a general artificial
intelligence singularity, AI as a driver of fundamental
investing has come of age. Few industries are more ripe
for disruption than equities investment management in
2019. Crowded 1990s-era factor quant models are still
in demand, while the recent explosion in high-quality
data, coupled with the technology to make sense of it,
has opened up new vistas. Things are changing fast,
and the next generation of tech-fluent professionals
coming into finance are poised to displace the gray hair
and the outdated. Einstein may have been correct when
he (supposedly) equated knowledge with experience.
But did he anticipate his comments would apply to the
machines of the future? The future is now.

Read online: https://blogs.cfainstitute.org/invetor/2019/01/24/
artificial-intelligence-the-grey-hair-just-took-a-pay-cut/
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